The interference between the metal pylon and the target is an important source of error in the RCS measurement of the low scattering stealth target. Imaging filtering is a commonly used method to suppress the interference. However, the distance resolution based on the conventional FFT is limited by the measured bandwidth. For narrowband measurements, there is a large error in the estimation of the scattering center position information, and the number of scattering centers is not accurate, which seriously affects the filtering effect. In this paper, TLS_ESPRIT super-resolution algorithm and the GTD model are used to filter the distance of the measured object. The simulation results show that the proposed method has a better filtering effect than the conventional Fourier transform.
INTRODUCTION
The interference suppression technology of metal pylon has been a hotspot and difficulty in the measurement of RCS, which limited the low scattering stealth target measurement precision. In the process of RCS measurement, we find that the interference intensity of the metal pylon is much weaker than that of the target scatter for the normal target, and it has no influence enough on the accuracy of the test. But in the extremely low RCS target test, the interference is an important error source. The interference of the target and the stent is closely related to the shape, _________________________ size and material of the target, even the interference of the same target is different in different attitude, measurement frequency and other measurement conditions. 1 Imaging filtering technique is a commonly used method of suppression, i.e., the inverse Fourier transform of the measured data is obtained from the one-dimensional distance of the target scattering center, then the peak position of the distance is extracted as the radial distance of the target scattering center. But Fourier transform is limited by the measurement bandwidth, scattering centers is estimated to be larger errors, and the number of scattering centers is not accurate, especially severely restricted in the narrowband data processing. In order to obtain higher resolution in the narrowband measurement, the TLS_ESPRIT super-resolution algorithm is used to estimate the scattering center parameters and the GTD model is used to remove the additive interference of the stents in the RCS measurement. Compared with conventional Fourier technology, this method has higher accuracy and resolution.
ALGORITHM
Based on the geometric diffraction theory (GTD), the parameter model ratio (attenuation) exponent and the model are closer to the actual scattering physics phenomenon, the estimation accuracy of the scattering center information is higher, and the information about the geometric types of the scattering center cannot be provided by the general model, so that the description of the target scattering center is more accurate and comprehensive. 2 According to the geometrical theory of diffraction, if the target size larger than the wavelength of the incident wave, the backward scattering field of the area target field can be thought of as the synthesis of contribution by the multiple isolated scattering center, that is
where f is the frequency, A is the complex scattering intensity coefficient of the i-th scattering center, i r means the distance from the scattering center to the zero phase reference plane. α i is a frequency factor, it's an integer of 1/2, which represents the geometry of the scattered center, namely type parameters. The commonly used methods to estimate type parameters are orthogonal and binomial approximations.
ESPRIT is estimation of signal parameter via rotational invariance technique. ESPRIT algorithm is a feature decomposition method for harmonic recovery by estimating the sine numbers and frequency, directly by using the generalized eigenvalue of signal parameter estimation, and obtained the scattering point space position, avoid the vector scanning at each other on the whole frequency domain. 3 Before using ESPRIT algorithm to extract the location parameters of GTD model scattering center, it needs to combine and approximate the formula (1) to make it conform to the frequency estimation model in ESPRIT algorithm, as shown in (2).
To prevent a pathological solution to a generalized eigenvalue, it can be modified by using the singular value decomposition (SVD) and the overall leasttwo-by-two (TLS) method. The improved TLS_ESPRIT algorithm is simpler than the music algorithm, and it doesn't have to be a spectral search, and it doesn't have to be the calculation of the location of the noise subspace. In contrast to the original ESPRIT algorithm, the improved TLS_ESPRIT algorithm doesn't just save the eigenvalues, it also guarantees good accuracy and resolution.
Firstly, define two process () xk and () yk shown in (6)
then make sure the range of parameter b is between M to N/2.
a) calculate R xx and R xy respectively. Ogive is a typical low-scattering target, whose structure and scattering mechanism is simple, but it has a serious coupling effect with metal pylon in the actual measurement, even more than the scattering of the target itself 4 5 . In this paper, we have simulated the scatter of Ogive, pylon, and the combination by MOM with the frequency from 0.1 to 1GHz. The structure of the combination is shown in figure 1 . The length of the ogive is 1m.
According to the test experience, the interactions intensity of VV polarization is more serious than that of HH. In order to save the simulation time, we only simulated VV polarization. Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the model under VV polarization. The black line indicates the RCS of the ogive body and the pylon combination, the red line represents the RCS of the ogive in free space, and the blue line represents the RCS of low scattering metal pylon. It can be seen from the figure that the scattering of the ogive is much weaker than the scattering of the metal pylon. In order to better understand the influence of the interference effect between the target and the pylon, figure 3 shows the one-dimensional distance image of the sweep frequency. From the one-dimensional range of the ogive, it can be seen that the scattering intensity of the ogive in free space is low, and the front and rear tip have a strong scattering center respectively, corresponding to A and D in figure 1 . There is a strong scattering in the front and back end of the pylon without the low scattering cap, corresponding to B and C in figure 1 . Due to interference, the echo of B and D points of the embedded target is significantly enhanced. In figure 3 the position of scattering center point A has a deviation in combination and ogive, this is mainly because there is a strong scattering center (such as point B) near the low scattering ogive.
First of all, it is necessary to note that in actual measurement the scatter from bottom of pylon will be removed by the range gate. In other words, the strong scattering echo of E and F in figure 3 cannot be returned to the receiver during actual measurement. The RCS after the gate processing is shown in figure 4 . The corresponding one-dimensional range is shown in figure 5 . The measured value obtained after adding distance gate is still different from the theoretical truth value.
The one-dimensional range of the combination is applied the image filtering technique using traditional FFT, and the rectangular window filtering is shown in fig.  5 . The result of the sweep frequency is shown in the blue line in figure 6 . Compared with the RCS of the ogive in free space, the traditional FFT imaging filtering result is higher about 8dB. This is because the traditional FFT resolution is limited at 0.9GHz narrow bandwidth. At point D, there is no effective way to distinguish the scattering echo of the ogive and the interference echo of the pylon. Most of the interference echoes are preserved after gating. So, we use the TLS_ESPRIT hyperresolution algorithm to filter the echoes, and the contrast is illustrated by figure  6 and figure 7 . The FFT result has destroyed the trend of ogive because of the bad resolution in narrowband measurement. The scattering energy of RCS with the TLS_ESPRIT algorithm is equivalent to the ogive scattering intensity, and Interference from distance like D points is also effectively suppressed. However, the fluctuation trend of sweep frequency curve obtained by TLS_ESPRIT algorithm has some deviation from ogive, especially in the low frequency band. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the GTD model is generally aimed at high frequency measurement, and the estimation of the type parameters in the low-frequency time has a large deviation. In future work we hope to find a more accurate parameter estimation method to determine the value of type parameters. (Range Profile).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a numerical simulation of the typical low scattering targets on metal pylon is carried out, and the interference influence on the low-scattering target measurement is analyzed. The interference echoes of the metal pylon are suppressed by the traditional FFT and TLS_ESPRIT superresolution algorithms. The results show that the TLS_ESPRIT super-resolution algorithm is better than the traditional FFT method in the narrow-band measurement. 
